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Abstract

Speech enhancement aims to enhance the perceived speech

quality and intelligibility in the presence of noise. Classical

speech enhancement methods are mainly based on audio only

processing which often perform poorly in adverse conditions,

where overwhelming noise is present. This paper presents an

interactive prototype demo, as part of a disruptive cognitively-

inspired multimodal hearing-aid being researched and devel-

oped at Stirling, as part of an EPSRC funded project (COG-

AVHEAR). The proposed technology contextually utilizes and

integrates multimodal cues such as lip-reading, facial expres-

sions, gestures, and noisy audio, to further enhance the qual-

ity and intelligibility of the noise-filtered speech signal. How-

ever, the preliminary work presented in this paper has used

only lip-reading and noisy audio. Lip-reading driven deep

learning algorithms are exploited to learn noisy audio-visual

to clean audio mappings, leading to enhanced Weiner filtering

for more effective noise cancellation. The term context-aware

signifies the device’s learning and adaptable capabilities, which

could be exploited in a wide-range of real-world applications,

ranging from hearing-aids, listening devices, cochlear implants

and telecommunications, to need for ear defenders in extreme

noisy environments. Hearing-impaired users could experience

more intelligible speech by contextually learning and switch-

ing between audio and visual cues. The preliminary interac-

tive Demo employs randomly selected, real noisy speech videos

from YouTube to qualitatively benchmark the performance of

the proposed contextual audio-visual approach against a state-

of-the-art deep learning based audio-only speech enhancement

method.

Index Terms: Speech Enhancement, Cognitively-Inspired,

Multimodal, Lip-Reading, Sentiment Features, Deep Learning

1. Introduction

The extensive speech enhancement requirement in wide-range

of real-world applications and the advent of advanced signal

processing methods have opened new ways to explore and de-

velop more efficient and advanced speech processing technolo-

gies. Over the past few decades, several speech enhancement

methods have been proposed, ranging from the state-of-the-art

statistical, analytical, and classical optimization approaches, to

advanced deep learning based methods. The classic speech en-

hancement methods are mainly based on audio only process-

ing [1][2][3][4]. Recently, researchers have also proposed deep

learning based advanced speech recognition [5] and enhance-

ment [6] methods. However, most of the speech enhance-

ment methods are based on single channel (audio only) process-

ing, which often perform poorly in adverse conditions [7]. In

this research, we aim to leverage the audio-visual (AV) nature

of speech which is inherently multimodal and capable of im-

proving intelligibility in noise [8][9][10] [11][12][13] and have

modelled lip-reading as a regression problem for speech en-

hancement. Specifically, we envision developing a multimodal

hearing device that significantly improves both speech quality

and intelligibility in everyday and extreme listening environ-

ments.

The inherent multimodal nature of the speech is well estab-

lished in the literature and it is well understood that how speech

is produced by the vibration of vocal chords with respect to

the articulatory organs configuration. The correlation between

the articulatory organs (visible properties) and speech has been

shown in several ways in literature using biological, psycholog-

ical, and mathematical experiments [8][11][10][14]. Therefore,

the clear visibility of some of the articulatory organs such as

lips, teeth, and tongue could be effectively utilized to extract the

clean speech out of the noisy audio signal. In addition, the vi-

sual features such as facial expressions and body language also

play a vital role in speech perception. The major advantage of

using visual cues for generating clean audio feature is their nat-

ural noise immunity (i.e. visual speech representation always

remains unaffected by the acoustic noise) [15].

In the literature, most of the proposed lip-reading approaches

have modelled lip-reading as a classification problem for speech

recognition. However, limited work has been conducted to

model lip-reading as a regression problem for speech en-

hancement. In this research, we envision cognitively-inspired,

context-aware multimodal speech processing technology based

on lip-reading regression model. The technology is aimed at

helping users in noisy environments, by contextually learning

and switching between audio and visual cues. The initial aim

of this research is to develop a proof of concept prototype of

the audio-visual hearing-aid technology. An early prototype

demo has been developed for online evaluation and feedback.

The prototype demo is benchmarked against the state-of-the-

art audio-only approach (reported in IEEE Spectrum Magazine

2017) that applied cutting-edge machine learning based on deep

neural networks [16]. The preliminary objective and subjec-

tive testing has revealed the potential and reliability of the pro-

posed technology as compared to the state-of-the-art audio only

speech enhancement techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents

an overview of the proposed context-aware multimodal speech

processing technology, including multimodal feature extraction,

audiovisual mapping, and noisy audio filtering methods. Sec-

tion III presents the qualitative speech enhancement testing of

the proposed technology. Finally, Section IV concludes this

work.
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2. Proposed Next-Generation
Context-Aware Multimodal Technology

The proposed novel cognitively-inspired, multimodal approach

aims to contextually exploit and integrates multimodal cues,

such as lip-reading and audio features. The term context-

aware signifies the technology’s contextual learning and adapt-

able capabilities, which can be employed in next-generation

multi-modal applications, including assistive technology such

as hearing-aids, cochlear implants, and listening devices. The

disruptive technology is capable of contextually enhancing

speech intelligibility in extreme noisy environments, so can also

be useful for users in situations where ear defenders are worn,

such as emergency and disaster response and battlefield envi-

ronments. In applications such as teleconferencing, video sig-

nals could be used to filter and enhance acoustic signals arriv-

ing at the receiver-end. People with visual impairment who are

unable to see visual cues can also benefit from the proposed

technology, particularly in emergency situations. Preliminary

simulation results, including an interactive online prototype,

demonstrate the potential of the proposed multimodal speech

enhancement technology for enabling transformative applica-

tions in extreme environments. An abstracted processing of the

proposed technology is depicted in Fig. 1, where the multi-

modal (audio-visual) system has integrated the aforementioned

cues for speech processing. The proposed (audio-visual) system

extracts the available multimodal features contextually to esti-

mate the clean audio features and then exploits them for real-

time speech enhancement. More technical details are compre-

hensively presented in [17]

2.1. Dataset

For preliminary analysis, the widely used Grid [18] and CHiME

corpuses [19] are used to extract lip-reading and noisy audio

features. The visual features are extracted using Grid Corpus,

whereas CHiME2 is used for extracting audio features. The

work could easily be extended to include other visual features

such as gestures, facial expressions, body language etc., which

is a part of future work and will be presented in upcoming pub-

lications. From both the corpuses, an audiovisual (AV) dataset

is built by preprocessing the utterances and extracting the au-

dio and visual features. The preprocessing includes sentence

alignment and incorporation of prior visual frames. The sen-

tence alignment is used to remove the silence time from the

video to restrict the model from learning redundant or insignifi-

cant information. The sentence alignment process enforced the

model to learn the correlation between the spoken word and

corresponding visual representation, rather than over learning

the silence. Secondly, the prior visual frames are used to in-

corporate the temporal information, which ultimately helped

the learning engine to better correlate the visual features to

corresponding speech features. The audio and visual features

extraction procedure is shown in Fig. 2. The audio feature

extraction procedure includes sampling, segmentation, Ham-

ming windowing, Fourier transformation, and FB audio features

calculation. The visual feature (lip-reading) extraction proce-

dure includes frames extraction, viola-jones lip detector, object

tracker, lip cropping, 2D-DCT/convoluted features. Once the

dataset is built, it could then be fed into a deep learning model

such as LSTM to learn the correlation between audio and visual

features.

2.2. Multimodal Features Extraction

2.2.1. Audio Features

The audio features are extracted using the widely used log-

filterbank (FB) vectors and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients

(MFCC). The input audio signal is sampled at 50kHz and seg-

mented into N 16ms frames with 800 samples per frame and

62.5% increment rate. Afterwards, a Hamming window and

Fourier transformation are applied to produce 2048-bin power

spectrum. Finally, a 23-dimensional log-FB is applied, followed

by the logarithmic compression to produce 23-D log-FB signal.

For MFCC calculation, DCT of the log-auditory-spectrum is

obtained.

2.2.2. Visual Features

The visual features include only lip movements in this prelimi-

nary work. The lip movement features are extracted using 2D-

DCT based standard and widely used visual feature extraction

method. Firstly, the video files are processed to extract a se-

quence of individual frames. Secondly, the Viola-Jones lip de-

tector [20] is used to identify the Region-of-Interest (ROI) in

terms of a bounding box. Finally, the object tracker [21] is used

to track the lip regions across the sequence of frames. The vi-

sual extraction procedure produced a set of corner points for

each frame, where the lip regions are then extracted by crop-

ping the raw image for desired visual features, followed by 2D-

DCT calculation. More details are comprehensively presented

in [22].

2.3. Audiovisual Mapping and Clean Audio Features Esti-

mation

For successful implementation of the proposed technology, one

of the essential steps include the estimation of clean audio

power spectrum (i.e. audiovisual speech mapping). The au-

diovisual speech mapping aims to approximate the audio fea-

tures given only visual information. In the proposed approach,

multimodal features (i.e. lip movements) are mapped to the

clean audio features using long-short-term memory network.

Once the deep learning models are successfully trained and val-

idated, the model predicts the audio log-FB vectors given only

the noisy audio and visual features, which are then exploited

by the proposed noisy speech filtering framework for speech

enhancement. More detail on AV mapping is comprehensively

presented in [22], where multilayer perceptron (MLP) was used

for AV mapping.

2.4. Enhanced visually derived Wiener filtering

In signal processing, Wiener Filter is the state-of-the-art filter

that helps to produce an estimate of a clean audio signal by lin-

ear time-invariant (LTI) filtering of an observed noisy audio sig-

nal. In the proposed approach, an enhanced visually derived

Wiener filtering (EVWF) for speech enhancement has been

used. The EVWF effectively exploited the estimated low di-

mensional clean audio features (through lip-reading) to estimate

the high dimensional clean audio power spectrum. Specifically,

the EVWF transformed the estimated low dimensional clean au-

dio features into high dimensional clean audio power spectrum

using inverse FB transformation. Afterwards, the Wiener filter

is calculated (using the estimated audio features) and applied

to the magnitude spectrum of the noisy input audio signal, fol-

lowed by the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), overlap, and

combining processes to produce the enhanced magnitude spec-
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Figure 1: Prototype Demo: Lip-reading driven deep learning approach for speech enhancement: The device is capable of helping users

in noisy environments to experience intelligible clean speech, by contextually learning and switching between audio and visual cues.

Audio cues include noisy speech only, whereas visual cues include lip movements.

Figure 2: Audio-Visual Dataset Generation Procedure

trum.

3. Qualitative Speech Enhancement Testing

The speech enhancement quality of the proposed technology

is tested by feeding the randomly selected, real noisy speech

videos from YouTube, into the audio-visual speech enhance-

ment system. In the online Demo, the user can listen to the

noisy audio, by clicking the PLAY NOISY SPEECH button.

The visually-enhanced/estimated speech can be perceived by

clicking the PROCESS & PLAY ESTIMATED SPEECH but-

ton. Users can also get a sneak pre-view of behind the scene

speech enhancement processing, by clicking individual process-

ing components, such as lip-reading, visual feature extraction,

and noisy audio features extraction. The preliminary interactive

Demo and the processed multimodal speech demonstrates the

potential of context-aware audio-visual hearing-aids, based on

big data and deep learning technology.
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The second part of the Demo invites listeners to quali-

tatively compare the new audio-visual approach with a latest

audio-only, deep learning benchmark system, recently reported

in the IEEE Spectrum Magazine, 2017 [16]. The authors in [16]

proposed a DNN-based supervised speech segregation system.

The samples of speech before and after enhancement are avail-

able at (http : //cogbid.cs.stir.ac.uk/cogavhearingdemo)

for both DNN-based supervised speech segregation and our pro-

posed multimodal approach. The demo has also demonstrated

that how the hearing-aid users perceive the speech. In the sam-

ple speech utterances, the proposed multimodal approach has

shown better and consistent speech enhancement as compared

to the DNN-based supervised speech segregation system. In ad-

dition, the proposed multimodal system has recovered both the

pitch and clean speech as compared to the DNN-based super-

vised speech segregation approach, preserving the naturalness

of the speech among male/female/infant voices.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, an interactive prototype demo is presented as part

of a disruptive cognitively-inspired multimodal speech process-

ing technology. In the online demo, the preliminary speech

enhancement results and comparisons with the state-of-the-art

deep learning based audio-only method have demonstrated the

potential and reliability of the proposed speech processing tech-

nology. We believe that the disruptive technology is capable

of contextually enhancing speech intelligibility in everyday life

and even in extreme noisy environments such as emergency and

disaster response, and battlefield environments. In addition, the

technology could also be utilized in applications such as tele-

conferencing, where video signals could be used to filter and

enhance acoustic signals arriving at the receiver-end. In future,

we intend to investigate the performance of the proposed speech

processing technology in more realistic real-world scenarios.
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